
Young people choose where the money goes 

Intro: In this podcast we talk to a group of 16-25 year olds who are helping to decide how lottery 
money should be spent to tackle the issues facing young people. We found out why they got 
involved, what it means to them and why it’s so important to involve young people in these 
decisions. 

Female speaker 1:  It’s a really rare opportunity that a substantial amount of money is available 
and there is commitment for codesign. It is really common to consult with young people; it is 
extraordinarily rare to have an entity like the Big Lottery Fund who is committed to codesigning all 
along the way and to constantly feeding back. 

Female speaker 2:  It’s really important that young people are at the very starting point, because 
then they are shaping and letting the adults know exactly what should be funded, why and where. 
There are particular issues that adults can’t get from young people as they are not as ‘down with 
the kids’ as my mum would say! 

Male speaker 1: This programme is very close to my heart, because at the time we are living in, 
as a young person myself, it’s very important to start having a solution to all these problems we’re 
facing. 

Female speaker 3: I do youth work, and I’m all about participation, and this is one of the highest 
levels you can really get, where we’re codesigning and developing. It was also a great 
opportunity to gain new skills. 

Female speaker 4: Young people design programmes because they are going to be the users, 
the ones using the services. We’ve got contacts with people that might be in a similar situation to 
the subjects we are talking about. 

Male speaker 2: This is where it all happens, where young people can be involved. I wanted to be 
a part of it because I have a lot of experience in this area and I feel I can bring something, my 
skills and experiences, and hopefully make a difference. 

Female speaker 3: We are living everyday life - some of us are volunteering for charities, some of 
us are unemployed, some of us are studying it, so we can bring different perspectives. 

Male speaker 1: We can see it in a negative portrayal in a gang, there’s a power within a gang. 
But if you switch that on its head and look at the positive side, when young people get together 
for good causes, what can happen is just immeasurable.  

Female speaker 2: There’s a lot of issues that young people face across the country, and a lot of 
them are the same issues that keep coming up – mental health, unemployment - so it’s really 
clear that even though each area is very different the issues are the same, young people are 
feeling the same all over. 

Female speaker 4: I’ve been through mental health services so I’m quite passionate about trying 
to make change and see young people having the most opportunities. 

Female speaker 1: If a project or idea begins with us and is seen through with us, it means it is 
more likely to be sustainable beyond the Big Lottery Fund’s investment or our involvement. 

Male speaker 2: When you have young people working from within, that’s where you can take 
things forward and get brilliant ideas for new things. Youth always have a voice in society, that’s 
one thing I’ve learned. 


